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Brexit likely to result in food price rises
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Consumer sentiment takes a hit due to COVID-19
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Pandemic sees more home cooking
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Online meal subscription sees scratch cooking become simpler
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More opportunities within the premium claim category
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THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS 
COVID-19 sees more consumers experimenting with new prepared meals
Pizza remains the most eaten prepared meals but soup is a close second
Promoting health is important in prepared meals
COVID-19 AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOURS 
COVID-19 has witnessed half of consumers eating fewer prepared meals
Figure 21: Behaviours related to prepared meals and COVID-19, NI and RoI, November 2020
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Men more likely to be eating more prepared meals
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TYPES OF PREPARED MEALS
Pizza remains the most popular prepared meal
Figure 27: Types of ready meals and prepared foods consumers have eaten in the last month, NI and RoI, November 2020
Pizza remains a family favourite
Figure 28: Consumers who have bought frozen or chilled pizza in the last month, by presence of child/ren, NI and RoI, November 2020
Soup witnesses a significant boost in usage during the pandemic
Figure 29: Consumers who bought soup (chilled, tinned or packet) in the last month, NI and RoI, September 2019 and November 2020
OCCASIONS FOR EATING READY MEALS 
Prepared meals are typically associated with dinner time
Figure 30: Occasions consumers typically eat ready meals or prepared foods, by type of prepared meal, NI and RoI, November 2020
Meal kits can team up with culinary experts to expand their credentials
Figure 31: Occasions consumers typically eat meal kits (eg fajita kit), NI and RoI, September 2019
Opportunities exist in targeting breakfast occasions
Figure 32: Types of prepared meals consumers ate for breakfast, NI and RoI, November 2020
BEHAVIOURS TOWARDS PREPARED MEALS 
Environment is a major barrier for prepared meals
Figure 33: Behaviours towards prepared meals, NI and RoI, November 2020
Convenience remains a key area for prepared meals
Figure 34: Consumer agreement with the statement ‘Prepared meals are useful when I'm not feeling up to cooking for myself’, NI and RoI, November 2020
HEALTH AND PREPARED MEALS
Superfoods attractive in prepared meals
Figure 35: Consumer agreement with statements related to health and prepared meals, NI and RoI, November 2020
Portion control important to half
Figure 36: Consumer agreement with the statement ‘Smaller portion sizes for prepared meals are better than low-fat/salt/sugar versions’, by gender, RoI and NI, November 2020
Prepared meals engage non-vegans in vegan food
Figure 37: Consumer agreement with the statement ‘Prepared meals are an ideal way to sample a vegetarian/vegan meal’, by generation, NI and RoI, November 2020
ATTITUDES TOWARDS READY MEALS
Sustainable packaging demanded
Figure 38: Attitudes towards prepared meals, NI and RoI, November 2020
Prepared meals are an ideal way of sampling a new cuisine
Figure 39: Consumer agreement with the statement ‘Prepared meals are an ideal way to sample a new cuisine’, by work status, NI and RoI, November 2020
Figure 40: Types of prepared meal cuisines bought, NI and RoI, September 2019
Parents more likely to view prepared meals on par with takeaways
Figure 41: Consumer agreement with the statement ‘A high-quality ready meal is just as good as a takeaway (eg chilled pizza)’, by presence of children, NI and RoI, November 2020
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